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In an attempt to keep a
tight rein on food
budgets. many people
have given up the luxury
of trading cash for cow.
and developed a taste for
horsemeat. Read the first
hand report on the art of
devouring filly filets on
pages 7 and 8. and find
out why so many people
have been running for
mare.
•
J
•-r
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Fund drive 'official family phase' (
by Paul Betit
The curtain formally fell yesterday on
the Official Family Phase of the Second
Century Fund. Charles Kimpel. the
director. now takes the Fund Drive on the
road, with the kick-off of the Bangor area
phase scheduled June 10.
Although the on-campus goal of
S500.000 has not been reached. Kimpel is
optimistic that the half-million dollar mark
will be realized by Max.25. As of Ma% 2.
pledges from the six diyisions were listed
as follows:
total Goal Although the report of May 10
Trustees Friends 5111.515 $1000X) to be the final comprehens
Advance Gilts 5100.135 .5 100.(M10 Kimpel said supplementary r
Classitied Employees 550.117 $55.000 follow .
Faculty S86.857 $1(N).00()
.4 dministratifm S29.120 S35.000 Charles Crossland. a l'
Students 557.905 5150.000 graduate. heads the Trustt
.5435.649 5500.000 division of the fund drive. Sei
the 128 cards distributed in 1
Explaining that each division chairman
is responsible for circulating pledge cards
to prospective donors. Kimpel said two
thirds of the cards still outstanding are
those distributed in the student di% ision.
Senate looks at new budget,
funds buses to Trustee meet
The Student Senate began preliminary
consideration of the V2.480 budget for
19'4.-5 Tuesday night. but postponed
debate and voting on specific money
allocations until the last meeting of the
semester next week. The only exception
was $3.845 allocated to WMEB-EM for the
purchase of stereo equipment.
The budget. approved by the Senate
Finance Committee. was whittled down
from the original figures of 584.2-4 by
cutting requested budgets from various
organizations. Budget reductions ranged
from $300. but from the Inter-Dorm Board
request. to more than $1.400 taken off the
Community Action Board budget.
Several senators protested the cuts from
some of the organizations* budgets to
allow for the WMEB allocation, saying
they objected to giving the money to the
radio station in a lump sum. A WMEB
spokesman explained the money is needed
immediately so the stereo equipment may
be installed and operative by next fall. The
Senate passed the resolution with the
stipulation that the Finance Committee
evaluate possible loan sources available to
WMEB. If a loan is available, cuts from the
arious hoards may be revised.
In other business. the Senate allocated
vitvo for two chartered buses to transport
students to the Board of Trustees meeting
scheduled for May 22 in Portland. Senate
vice-president Mark Hopkins explained if
only one bus is filled the remaining $180
will he refunded.
Hopkins said Thursday night the petition
time opposing the tuition polies has been
"amazinglv successful** and signatures are
totaling almost 1.500. Many R. A. 's and
dorm presidents hav e reported very
enthusiastic response to the petitions in
dorms. Hopkins said he has received some
indicatiim that the letter•%x riling campaign
is beginning to pick up momentum also
Construction of regional
Neterinarv school dropped
Plans for the construction of a veterinary
school funded by the six New England
states and located in Massachusetts has
been abandoned. The proposal was
scuttled when one state backed out of the
deal.
The school was originally suggested to
aid the plight of pre-vet students who are
faced with increasing slim possibilities iff
gaining admittance into vet school. There
arc veterinary schools in the U.S.. and
students from each of the fifty states must
compete for acceptance into these schools.
UMO will graduate about 30 pre-vet
students this year. and four of these, at the
most, have a chance of going on to
veterinary school.
Life Sciences and Agriculture Dean Fred
Hutchinson said he never considered the
plan feasible. "It just wasn't good
economics. To build such a school would
have cost in the area of $22 million, and it
is doubtful the six New England
legislatures could have come to complete
agreement on this." he said.
•Newrinary schools arc harder to get
into than med schools." said Hutchinson.
'It is purely a problem of limited space.
Even the very good student may not get
in..•
A solution now being considered would
involve one New England state con-
structing a veterinarv school with the other
totes *purchasing* available scats for their
students. It would cost an estimated
$12,000 per student. w.ith the student
paying tuition and other costs.
The pre-vet student is not necessarily
out in the cold if he is not accepted by a vet
school, however. With a degree in animal
scien:T. many students are able to go on to
Iraduate school or get a job with a
biological research company. But for the
student who has gone four years in a
pre-vet course only to discover he cannot
find a school that will accept him,
prospects arc discouraging.
DLS sponsors debate on
presidential impeachment
The Distinguished Lecture Series will
conclude Monday. May 13 with a debate on
Presidential impeachment at 8 pin, in
Hauck Auditorium.
Presenting the affirmative case will be
Ted Lieverman. coordinator for the New
England Committee for Impeachment
Action in Boston. He was formerly- a
researcher for the Institute for Policy
Studies and the Indochina Resource
Center. in Washington. Lie% erman has
done research in speechwriting work for
several members of Congress and for
Congressional and Senatorial candidates.
He is the author of Watergate and the
Growth of Elecutive Power and American
Juggernaut.
Representing the negative view will be
Prof. Ernest van den Haag. professor of
social philosophy. at New York University
and vice-chairman of the National Citizens
Committee for Fairness to the Presidency.
Van den Haag testified for the prosecution
of the New York Deep Throat obscenity
trial and has written extensively in national
magazines on the topics of pornography.
sex education, and political philosophy. He
is the author of, among other works. T he
Jewish Mystique and Political Violence and
Civil Disobedience.
The program is open to the public and
there is no admission charge.
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.k Hopkins. vice president of
it Government. describes
corkings of the Senate
rign against tuition policy at
for the Pulp and Paper Foundation. "And
we're going to stick to it until every card is
reported upon.•• Crossland. an octogen-
rian. added.
Crossland's division consists of six
groups with close ties with UMO. These
groups are: the Development Council, a
standing advisory board to the president
of UMO: the Board of Trustees of the
Pine-Tree-4H Foundation, which maintains
an intimate relationship with the College of
Life Sciences and Agriculture; alumni who
are members of the Board of the Pulp and
Paper Foundation: the university Trustees;
council members of the General Alumni
Assocation and members of the University
of Maine Foundation.
Otis Sproul. a professor of Civil
Engineering at UMO since 1955, directs
the Advance Gifts Division. It is composed
of members of the faculty and
administration who were thought to have
*Fund Drive* see page 4
this week's meeting. The latest
estimate by Hopkins has more
than I..500 signatures in support
of the Senate efforts. Gri,s% photo
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ROC program outlook
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for the exchange program arc a
' said Yvon Labbe. the
for FAROG ;!flairs. "but the
students were impressed with
%.1IN here. rwyertheless.-
Acre impressed with the freedom
.nts have here:* he went on. "bin
that caught their eYes the most
a% our way of thinking. It is very different
to them. The Canadians liked how
American students are very open. how they
like to find out things which are strange to
them.••
Bob LaRochelle. the coordinator of
cultural affairs for FAROG. also felt that
the exchange program was a success.
"Some things were strange to the
Canadians." he said. "but they had a great
time. They met students, went to parties.
attended classes, and some even played
basketball in the field house. And it's
informal experiences like that," La-
RIK belle added, referring to the basketball
pla‘ing. "v,hich really count %hen one
speaks ot human communication.-
FAROG looks tor.% ard iii nrxt year ‘‘ith
anticipation. -Next year. ‘‘e. hope to he
better organiied.'• La Rochelle said.
Iii eked a "better mixing of students."
a possible "On Call" appearance on
WMFB-FM by Canadian students, and an
open symposium on Canadian-American
relations as possible additions to the
exchange program.
"But." he added. "what I would really
like to see would be the opportunity for
students to be able to spend a full semester
as an exchange student. HaYe a Canadian
come here, and we'll send a student to St.
Georges. This type of exchrige would he
most beneficial for Canadian-American
relat ions."
•
aim
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Les Quintet a Vent I.nsemble de
St. Laurent. a woodwind Quintet
which is part of the Montreal
Symphony performed in Hauck
Auditorium Thursday evening.
Featured in the program were
works by Haydn, Reicha, Mozart,
and Truille. The concert was
sponsored in conjunction with the
Quebec Arts Festival. Ward Photo
What's on
FRIDAY, MAY 10
WILDPISTEIN—meeting. Coe Lounge.
Memorial Union. 7 p.m.
QUEBEC ARTS FESTIVAL—Pendulum
Theatre Company of Montreal in Heresies.
Damn Yankee Room. Memorial Union_
OUTDOOR CONCERT—Tanglewood
and Appleton Ridge. Barrows Parking Lot.
8-11:30 p.m. Free. If rain. in Memorial
Gym.
GERMAN PLAY—songs and scenes
front The Threepenny Opera in German
vtith English subtitles. Damn Yankee
Rt14,111. Memorial Union.
PIANO RECITAL—Katheryn Ann Foley
and William Sleeper. 120 lord Hall. 8:15
p.m. -
MOVIE—If... Hauck Auditorium. 7 and
9:30 p.m.
SATURDAY. MAY 11
HORSEMAN'S CLUB—Annual Spring
Horse Show. Behind York Hall. 9:30-5:30
P•m•
TRACK—Yankee Conference Cham-
pionships. Alumni Field. 10 a
BUMSTOCK III—Outdoor Rock Festit al
in the fields behind the cabins. 7-8 bands.
free Yeer and hot dogs. 12 o.m. on.
WOMEN'S ART FESTIVAL—Memorial
Union. free child care. 12 p.m. to 12 a.m.
TENNIS--Maine vs. Bates. 1:30 p.m.
MOVIE—The Godfather. Hauck Audi-
torium. 2. 6:30. and 9:30 p.m. 75 cents.
Women's Coffeehouse—Damn Yankee
Room. Memorial Union. 8-12 p.m.
SUNDAY. MAY 12
HORSEMAN'S CLUB—Annual Spring
Horse Show. Behind York Hall. 9:30-5:30
p.m.
"PREMIERE PERFORMANCE"—
Original student musical works. 120 Lord
Hall. ?S. S p.m. Fret-.
%oh, slalom
Reg - 12:00 T10011
First ,.ir oil at 1:00
MISCELLANEOUS
SENIOR BASH—tickets on sale
outside the Bears Den. Memorial Union.
Friday. 9-4 p.m.. May 13-1. 9-4 p.m..
May 20-23. 9-4 p.m.
ART EXHIBIT—New Brunswick hand-
crafts. Reserve Room. Fogler Library.
through May In.
'Paul Bunyan Weekend' features concert and films
This is Paul Buns an weekend and a
variety of events, something for
everybody 's tastes, has been planned. The
Interdorm Board (IDB) along with MUAB
and the Off-Campus Board is sponsoring
the weekend of eaents.
Friday night there will be dancing-in-
the-streets in the Barrows Hall parking lot
with two local bands supplying the beat.
Appletown Ridge and Tanglewood. MUAB
is sponsoring the mush- which gets under
way at 8 p.m. and IDB shill have a popcorn
booth. The dance and the corn are both
free as is most of the weekend. In the event
of rain, the dance will be in the gym.
If dancing is not your thing. 'Road
Runner' cartoons will be the highlight in
the Stodder complex. Provided it does not
rain, the cartoons will be shown outside.
projected against Stodder Hall. If it does
rain, the show will be moved into the
cafeteria.
CAMPUS CLASSIFIEDS
Buying and selling used
furniture and antiques.
Chet's Milford 827-5393
1972 Honda 125 for sale
$350.00 Call Tina Estas.
866-5615
Spacious apartment for
sublet North Main St.
Orono. $150 for every-
thing. Very nice. Call
827-7414.
OVERSEAS JOBS - Aus-
tralia, Europe, S. Americ-
a. Africa. Students of all
profeksions and occupa-
tions S700 to $3000
monthly. Expenses paid,
overtime, sightseeing.
Free information.
TRANSWORLD
RESEARCH CO. DEPT J3
P 0. Box 603. Corte
Madera, CA. 94925
LEAD GUITARIST- Seeks
paying gig for the summer
in Bangor area with
established band. Have 6
years experience. own
equipment. & transpo.
Mostly into blues-rock.
Call 827-7596
Large apartment 15 bed-
rooms, living room, &
kitchen; to sublet for
summer on North Main
St.. Orono. $30.00 per
month per person. See
Sam at 117 Knox Hall, or
call 581-7180.
AFRICA EUROPE
ISRAEL
Travel discounts year
round Int'l Student Travel
Center 739 Boylston St.
Suite 113 Boston. Tel
(6171 267-1122.
Dodge Coronet - 1966 - 4
door - slant 6 - $225 or
best offer. Call Bruce at
947-8126 after 5.
Bartender wanted full
time. New Plaza Motel
428 Wilson St.
Tel. 989-4940
$(N01$
POLYNESIAN AMERICAN RISTAURAte &LOUNGE
 
 c The Arrrosptve.e Ot I Uzien:
ir;oy ChInese Food A: Its But
URICHEON SPECIALS
hat iring
IUSINESSIAINS SPECIAL COMMAT1011 PLATE
Strad from Ilun. to 3pun.
41 Vi'dshington Street Bangor, Maine
Tel 94' - slog
ORDERS PREPARED TO TAKE OUT
15: M..01 SIPIttt 1673 Li•ben Street
Mesibrook. Mi.ri• Les noon. Maine
Tel. 654-311111 Tel. 7111 • 29I9
Just oil eiut Lot all exit 13 Me Turnpike
93.-wory Hours Me. Thum II am totIpn4
& SC, 1 1 0 n9 to 12p fn
l-lni.clovs I 2 noon to 119 PN
Saturday is packed with eYents starting
at noon with the pizta eating contest.
Pesaro's is supplying the pies. Burnstock. a
poor man's Woodstock. also starts at noon
at the Cabins, sponsored by the
Off-Campus Board. Eight bands will be
providing the music until midnight and
hot dogs and free beer will be served while
they last.
Twenty frogs will be leaping their as
into the spotlight at one o'clock. According
to Steve Wood. president of IDB. the frogs
will sprint a twenty yard distance. There
will also be a walking contest starting at
the same time.
At 1:30. egg throwers will assault the
%mid record of 290 feet held by David
Frost. Steve Wood said Frost. on a lark,
went out and set the record. The winner
vy ill be judged on how far apart the team
members can throw a rav. egg without
'WE'VE GOT
ALL THE NEW 1974
JEANS ARE HERE NOW!
I 35 Nam
I Street, 8111fOr
CUM 5 AM 9 ...smisielmeimilmesmIg.......iffgr
breaking it. Frisbee target throwing. a
three legged race, a sack relay race and a
tug-of-war all mart at two o'clock on the
mall.
Three o'clock will bring the main event.
the beer chugging contest. Two teams of
six men compete against each other in a
relay style. When the first person finishes
his beer and the can hits the table the
second person starts chugging.
Saturday night, there are two moyies.
two dances and the conclusion of
Hummock. 'What's up Tiger Lily'. Woody
Allen's first movie. will be shown outside
at Kennebec Hall in the York complex.
•The Godfather' Marlon Brando's epic
return will be shown in Hauck Auditorium
as part of the Brando Festival and the
MUAB movies. On Hilltop. there is a
semiformal dance and at Wells there will
be another dance not so formal.
4111Gii:11JC31
24 Hi Tel 827-3850
01.D TOWN • Strilwater Ave • Grp., Plez•(Fce(QTREDf°R1) THE GREAT
--` 4q4c'w GAT/BY 
SUCK NIGHT MON., TUE.
01.0 roww • Stahl/we. Ave • Grego Mons
SHOWN DAILY
& 9
11;
24 Hr Tel 827 3850
DAILY 7:13 & 9'.13
THE EXORCIST
BUCK HIGHT MON., TUE
24 Hr Tel 827 7216
1.1
MONO • At StAinety Alm hit I 9S la the Uomv•Hity MAN 700 11113
CWWR REDFORD
PRUE ROMER? WINNER OF 7
ROMER? SHow ACADEMY
iiiroG
(F,. yourKm.st onoornionl- Kw must we NW Ir TO becimfarg
DAILY 1/4
AWARDS!
d Tows
Body Shop
324 North Main St.
Old Town
Body & Fender Repairing
Painting & Welding
Glass Replacements
also Tune-Ups
Radiator Repairs
Free Estimates
T I. 827-2400
MEM
Ina • • • TVVIIIT1 • • • rt. Ca. 5Oa WV1919 Irrar
LABREE'S BAKERY
Specializin9 in
decorated cakes and
alfother bakery products
• ., .9
We deliver to dorms
.Tel. 827-2429
IIII•ra • • a
RING'S
Upholstering \,.,F
I
Company have a
Happy Day
85 Center St. Old Town
Tel. 827-7500
Complete Furniture
Repairing andbOolstering
FREE Pick-up, Delivery 4
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Beginning next fall UMO's Department
Journalism will offer a new advertising
lion.
''There's nothing like it in New
'gland." Assistant Professor of Journa-
m Arthur 0. Guesman said, explaining
Arthur Guesman
nost journalism advertising options or
quences are aimed strictly at the ad
t•ney level. Students are prepared for
recrs in ad agencies." he added.
Our program differs quite drasticallyin
at it is totally oriented to the
w %paper." Guesman pointed out. "Our
Aunts will be able to ork in the
w %papers. where the demano for trained
•rsonnel in the area of .ales and
anagement is high."
Guesman, who held newspaper man-
agement positions in Chicago and
Pittsburgh. said students selecting the new
option will still take the 24 hour journalism
course sequence. At least one of the
required journalism lab courses will
include an advertising section. In addition.
students enrolling in the advertising option
will take Jr 56. Fundamentals of
Advertising: Jr 57. Advertising. Copywri-
ting and Layout. a new course emphasizing
newspaper layout and copy preparation;
and Jr 58. Advertising Media, a course
aimed at the problems and procedures of
the newspaper industry.
"We'll also encourage students, through
Jr 91. the staff training course, to get
in in on-the-job training programs."
Guesman said.
First year effort% in establishing the
course sequence will include a %liable
publie it y and public relations program
acquainting the newspaper industry in
New England and beyond v,ith the nu%
advertising option. Guesman said.
'Hie new program v. ill also involve the
university in the areas of research and
continuing education for members of the
journalism profession. and the develop-
ment of associations between the
tinirtialism department and the university.
ith the new spaper industry, the first-year
UM() faculty member explained. He cited
the recent newspaper advertising work-
shop held at the Hilltop Conference
Center, attended by representatives from
32 newspapers in New England and
Canada's Maritime Provinces. Guesman
said the seminar was one of only two of its
type offered bv an American university.
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]uriain falls on family phase as fund drive nears goal
:ontinued from page 2
,apauits and the desire to give
ove-aserage gifts. Of the 82 pledge cards
stributed. SI have been returned.
"I'm positive V. c'll get in the last pledge
rd." Sproul stated, noting the division
is already attained its goal.
Ann De-la w art:. a secretarv tor the
operative Fxtension Sur % ice and Frank
Louis. chairman of the Classified
uplov es Advisory. Council, co-hair the
assified Employees Division of the
mpaign. Of the I .3Ws cards distributed.
9 have been returned.
"I thought it Vk as going to be a poor
,ponsc.- said St. Louis. %%ho is l'hargc of
liciting contributions from employes in
Physical Plant system. "It V. as
ccesstul because of the ,A ..1%it%% as
[-up... he added.
•• We couldn't meet eveball to eyeball
th ev ere one. So we held on-the-job
..etings." he explained. "I attended each
d i:VCT% meeting to make sure there was
pressure exerted on employees." St.
ins said.
Pointing out that each individual was in
best position to know what he could
St. 141U11 is satisfied that no pressure
is exerted.
Ann Delaware. who leads the clerical
,rkers category of classified employees.
s elated over the response to the fund
ve. She said her category also included
,rkers at the Ira C. Darling Center in
:dpole. Maine and in extension offices
•oughout the state.
"T‘%0 people in the extension offices
tight a tile a rev‘ard for a gift of at least
40).- Mrs. Delavk are said, adding the
nation %A as in response to a letter. ia ith
personal contact.
Richard C. Hill. a professor of
ichanical Engineering, heads the
:ulty DRisiiin of the Fund. With 145
cis still to be returned, the division
nds only S1:10/0 short of its S100.000
11. Hill kaid he would reach the goal
lore the academic year ends.
The faculty at the Unkersity of Maine at
!Igor. he said, suffers from a problem of
ided loyalties. Some are finding it
ditfLut ti i.!0 the Tun.;. hut Hill added
he's noticed little of the "what's-in-it-for-
me?" attitude frequently. associated with
capital drive% ot this type.
"We have faculty who are retiring and
planning to go to Florida or someplace this
year." he said. "Thee ask themselves that
question, think about it, and pledge
something anyway ." he added, reporting
the feedback he's received indicates most
faculty members are in support of the fund
drive's goals.
1 he Administration Division is led by
Edward Hackett. director of ('El) and
Summer Session. His division is less than
St).000 shy of its $35.(MX) goal, %kith Lir,
cards vet to be accounted for.
"We've done pretty good on campus."
Hackett said "My biggest problem is
k ommunicating with the people in the In
eviension offices located across the state
from Kittery to Fort Kent.- he explained.
Although donations hay e averaged
nearly. $2(X) per person. he expressed
doubt that the division goal will be
reached. Graduate students in administra-
tive capacities, such as area coordinators
and head residents, can't afford to
contribute the average. he explained.
Although five divisions are approaching
or surpassing their respective goals. the
student div ision is more than S90.000 short
of their $150.000 goal.
'I feel the unforseen raise in room and
board and the impending tuition hike have
prevented fund raising efforts among
students with a problem.** said Kimpel.
"These things are totally unplanned for,
and, of course, have adverse effects."
Student pledges range as high as Sr4)0.
182 students have purchased 5I80
signature tiles. The sources of student
pledges are as follows:
Total Goal
Hilltop $A. 762 •5.4/2
siewart 514.424 S.?11. 4 12
St odder S5.454 525.1)511
Wells S4. la13 S45.787
Ft irk S21. 409 5.?.?, 47i
Fro ri*M11/4' % S5. ?42 525 453
oral $7,994 S150.0tgl
As the bruakdkm n demonstrates. sonic.
complexes have been relatively successful
in their fund raising efforts. Kimpel
blamed poor leadership for the failure in
the fund-raising attempts of some sectors
of the student division.
Deborah Hanley heads the. Wells
Complex drive. which has the' dubious
distinctiiin of raising the fewest dollars
among the six dormitory complexes. Wells
is the largest of the complexes. and Hanley
is cons inced this is part of her problem.
-There. are two men's dorms where I
couldn't get anyone interested." she said.
referring to Dunn Hall and Corbett Hall.
•'and I'm not about to do it all myself."
traditionally. Wells has not been an Jet t y
complex. she charged.
I erry Dorr, in charge- of the entire
student branch said the success of the fund
drive depends on the individual worker.
'It's basically a selling jot.,.. she said.
Alpha Gamma Rho It.aus a.1 trawl nuies
‘‘ith 20 pledges totaling S2.105—an
average' SIO5 per man. Phi Eta Kappa is
next with 12 pledges totaling 51.005.
I he head nt the fraternity collection
ellon. Walt Whitcomb. 1c hi, iirganiied the
recent statewide run-a-thou which raised
more than 510.000 for a minibus sv stem for
the' elderly . s optimiste toward prospects
for revenue from his division.
"I know there are quite a kw cards that
are filled out and haven't been rcoorted."
he disclosed. revealing that some ot the
fraternities originally hadn't been "all that
interested" in ,ontributing to the' building
I und.
Fund dire.-!or KlrTel reported the
oft, .impels .peration has bet n p,stponed.
,:itod a eh:11112c in the LhairpeTson in the
middle of the drRe and lack of
To do re-quiet ci 1,-g-V,,rk as reasons tor
cancellation this
 sinueste r 'f the.
oft-eaiii Nis ,11‘ iso,•11,
'Well start oft-campus can' assing in
the fall,- Kinipel said. addin that a !h.(
I hes,c table's v, eft' released Su.onch (,(multi.. Fund Drive
Kimpel late 'Thursday titter Camp,. deadlines. The follow ing
those in the accompanying analy sis
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explaining workers did receive sonic
training at the beginning of the fund drive.
"We try to get a lot of kids to give a
little." Dorr explained. "If every. student
gave lust Sr. we'd reach our goal.'' she
declared.
But the report on the fraternity pledges
indicati s, in sonic case's, a few have given a
lot. Only 09 of the 5Sti cards passed out to
Greeks have been returned. The average
fraternitY pledge has been S.
chairperson for the off-campus drive has
not been named to replace Dan Daigneault
and Jan Coates. former chairpersons.
'Graduating seniors living off
-campus
will be receiving a letter before they leave.
explaining our program.*' he added, so
those who won't he in the area next fall vvall
not be neglected.
When asked how much of the pledges he
expects to k.olleit. Kimpel replied. -We
usually have a shrinkage rate of three per
cent. We tullv expect to collect 9- per cent
of the pledges."
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Activism yields
to apathy
Every time May rolls around. it seems, many
editorial writers for the establishment press
reminisce about the tumultuous days of May,
1970, breathe a sigh of relief, and reflect on how
things are better now. There are no more Kent
State massacres. no more Vietnam body counts
dominating the front pages of the newspapers.
no more bombed buildings. Instead, more
innocent college students are dominating
campuses now, whose only contact with
authority occurs when they are brought to court
for streaking. and whose only concern is getting
a foothold on the Corporate Wall.
The danger presented by this line of thinking.
while offering encouragement that things really
aren't so bad, is to remember only the violence
and the bloodshed on campuses throughout the
nation, and failing to recall the genuine student
concern that sparked it.
Remember those days? The My Lai
controversy? The half-million troops in Vietnam?
The deaths at Kent State? The resumption of the
bombing over North Vietnam? Well, the issues
eventually died out, as did the strikes, shootings.
and riots they caused, and the mood of college
students mellowed. It mellowed so much that we
are finding ourselves back in the "Happy Days"
of the 1950's.
We aren't calling for a renewal of violence on
campuses. but it appears we have failed to reach
a happy medium. We've lost the bloodshed, and
that's good, but we've lost the concern, too, and
that's bad. Although every student (almost) is
aware that these are definitely not the happy
days. it seems nobody really gives a tinker's
damn anymore about what's going on. The
President of the United States is in imminent
danger of being impeached. but more
significant, he is in that danger because his
administration is and has been racked with the
most frightening amount of corruption and
political cynicism that the nation has ever known.
Not only are grand jury indictments flying fast
and loose at our national leaders, but we are still
(oh. yes) losing lives and claiming others in
Southeast Asia. Who do you think will win the
Stanley Cup?
It's difficult to choose which year. 1970 or
1974. we would want all of these latest
Watergate-related tragedies to occur. It makes
us shudder to contemplate what would have
happened if the Nixon scandals had been
uncovered in 1970. as we seriously question
whether the country could have survived yet
another swift kick to the groin. Yet, with most
college students stricken with a terminal case of
apathy. we ask the same question.
CARL Editorials]
Passing the buck to students
In the midst of a probable tuition hike, coupled
with a $150 increase in room and board rates, lies
the argument, who should bear the brunt of
spiraling education costs? It's a question rarely
raised here at UMO; students seem to be the
ready-made answer — a veritable fountain of
wealth to be tapped whenever the need arises.
If the $100 tuition increase goes through, some
out-of-state students will be paying over $3200 to
attend UMO next year, and many Maine
residents will be shoveling out $2100. The Board
of Trustees will probably formalize the tuition
hike at this month's meeting.
It is true. UMO can live without an increase;
Dr. Neville has made this clear several times,
although he ignored to bring it up at the recent
meeting of the faculty caucus of the Council of
Colleges. But the other campuses. says
Chancellor McNeil, need more money, and the
trustees aren't going to institute an increase at
the other UM campuses and allow Orono to
maintain the present tuition figures. Orono pulls
in the most tuition monies among the Super-U
campuses, and to go without the Orono funds
would severely decrease the campus-wide pool
our monies will be emptied into.
The legislature was recently battling over
whether or not to cut tht. university's funds due
to the gay symposium held here at Orono. What
those outraged legislators didn't realize was that
by cutting UM funds, they would not only be
hurting the students, but also the constituents
they so diligently try to please. If the budget had
been cut. many Maine parents would no doubt
have been faced with even higher education
costs next year. The lawmakers would have
succeeded in "punishing- the university for
allowing the symposium to take place. at the
same time, punishing Maine parents, their
constituents, financially.
As college costs skyrocket, it seems our
congressmen should be doing as much as
possible to alleviate education costs. This is a
state university, and should be funded primarily
by the state, not through the student's pocket.
Our legislators seem prone to throw off their
responsibility to this university, and ultimately to
the people of this state, by playing with the
Super-U and allotting much less than is needed
to support the six campuses. Every time the
university steps out of line by offending the
legislators. either by acknowledging a few gays
or letting a few streakers run from one dorm to
another in the nude, the words of wrath let loose
and the walls in the Augusta house shake. The
legislators continuously warn us that the
conservative people of Maine won't put up with
such activity. Perhaps if the congressmen
weren't incessantly expounding on the
conservative nature of the citizens of Maine,
Mainers would forget how conservative they
really are. Their words of indignation in the
name of Maine's citizens, of course, almost seem
a subtle and simple rhetorical method of making
sure voters don't decide to disagree with them
someday. The lawmakers eloquently claim they
are defending and looking out for the interests of
Maine "conservative- residents, and who is
going to criticize people who proclaim such high
goals?
UMO works hard at projecting a good image
and serving the needs of the peop;e of this state
The Cooperative Extension Service is just one of
the branches of the university working
with and for them. there are innumerable
organizations and divisions of
UMO doing just the same. The university Ims the
knowledge and the resources to meet the needs
and requests of nearly every individual and
group that comes here looking for help or
answers. Yet we still have to battle with the
legislator for the funds we need.
Each Super-U campus. especially UMO. needs
considerable state-funding if quality and services
are to be maintained at the present level, and
hopefully improved. The university is also, and
primarily, we might add, to remind the
legislators, here to meet the needs of the
students. If the current trend of emptying the
student's pocket whenever money is needed
continues, there won't be too many students
willing or able to spend the thousands of dollars
it takes to receive an education. It's time
students and residents of Maine started pointing
their fingers at the legislators. and demanding
more funds. The state has a responsibility to this
university and to the people of Maine, just as the
university is responsible to its supporters.
Commentary Jack Bell 
Punching their way to a promoter's paradise
Last February. an article appeared in
this space bemoaning the possibility of a
third Muhammad Ali-Joe Frazier fight.
as both fighters told the press the day
after the rematch they were willing to
have another go at it.
Happily-. both fighters and the
promoters realized a third bout and a
third attempt to capitalize on what was
becoming a threadbare theme would not
only fast bore the public, but would
probably not achieve the fantastic gate
the first two fights drew. Apparently the
results of the Gallup Poll got back to all
concerned, showing that, if the fight were
televised live, it would be badly beat in
the ratings by "Country Jamboree."
The result is the slow but inexorable
buildup to another Fight of the Century
and while most observers will admit that
the I900's has had its share of those, the
next boxing spectacle featuring the
Houston Hammer George Foreman and
Ali will at least be ranked as one of the
most memorable of 2oth century boxing
history.
Anyone who knows boxing. especially
the promotors. realizes that it takes more
than the buildup of a heavyweight fight
to bring in the bucks. Witness the
ridiculous charades of Joe Frazier and
Ron Stander. Muhammad Ali and Rudi
Lubbers. or Floyd Patterson and
anybody. The upcoming battle. sche-
duled for Septemper. has all the
trappings of anothei boxing bonanza.
Muhammad Ali will attempt to become
the second heavyweight in the history of
organized boxing to regain the title.
George Foreman will prove that he can or
cannot take consistent punishment to the
head. Millions of Ali-lovers will be
screaming for the vindicated Muslim to
regain the title that he never lost in the
ring, and millions of Ali-haters will be
hoping like hell he gets knocked cold.
But putting aside the issue of why the
two fighters are guaranteed an
estimated S5 million apiece for what will
involye 45 minutes work at the most, the
important issue, at least for the fans, is
who will walk away the victor.
While we hear of and see awesome
exhibitions of Foreman's power. splat-
tering poor Frazier all over the canvas
and nearly knocking upstart Kenny
Nonon into Peru. The fight in September
will be a whole new ballgame tor the
Champ. He won't be fighting an out of
shape. flatfooted Joe Frazier. or an
ex-Marine who watches his opponents
heartbeat, but a man who, despite his age
and lost skills, is still tailor-made to slice
him to ribbons.
The only evidence we hase that
Foreman can take a punch from a fairly
competent fighter is the left hook that
struck him, thrown by a dazed and
rubber-legged Frazier. While All's
punches don't carry the devastation of
Frazier's of Foreman's, they come with
sufficient speed and number to set the
Champ off balance, first a little bit, then a
lot. Remember Liston?
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Letters to the editor
'Impeachment' finished
the editor:
Since my article "Impeach-
a remedy for presidential
wer abuse" (The Maine
!Inpus. 3. 19'4) was cut
ort by a mocic advertisement.
would like to present my
nclusion for anyone who
ght be interested.
Impeachment and trial is not
le a means to determine the
iii or innocence of the
cernment official accused. It
also the means to declare that
!lain acts, sue h as those
ributed to the Nixon White
'use, subvert the political
inciples on which our system
government is based.
Faiiure to impeach would set
a dangerous precedent. More-
over, impeachment may be
necessary in order to deter .,
future President from repeatin e
the abuses of powere charged
against the Nixon White House.
Presidential power has grow n so
enormously in the past seceral
decades that impeachment may
be the only constitutional
safeguard to stem the trend
toward caesarium in the White
House: the establishment of
cirtual one-person rule w ithout
outward disturbance to the
constitutional forms of the
Republic.
Hal Litoff
This casual repose will hecome
a common sight ahout campus in
the coming days as the weather
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im,wores and the necessity to get
away front the pressures of g„„.,„„
5th dying in the dorms increase. photo
Campus' job is to watch out for 'impersonal and aloor faculty
the editor:
The .Vlatiie Campus has
,minually followed up the line
Student power re its latest
lit ion . I subscribe to your paper
am especialle interested in
e opinions of the Enicersitc.
ice attended the Utile ersite as
special student and feel
,neerned about the kind of
wine .it leasv. not what our
yes an buy us.
Once. while I was in high
Ii. ot. I became bored and
pressed ssith sxliat the
ac hers were offering in the
of expression. Dramatic
ubs. Debate Clubs, and the
11,44 Newspaper and decided I
eiuld do soniething myself
'out it. and I did, at least for a
ort time I started another
iper separate from the latter
ix ith the original purpose of
shocking my fellow schoolmates
and counselors into reacting to
Ill'. negatic ism in a positice. is. .
i.e.. to see the same institute in
neN light. The reaction to my
first issue was one of jest and
inditterenee. as if I was doing it
for a lark to gain a naughty-boy
reputation. But. be tar, this was
not my intention to he laughed
at. I put out at the same time
tec papers: The Articles of
Justice and a 3 Penny Paper
One was swede political, the
other was conversational, a
nocelty . My most interesting
experience was from the
counter-reaction of rny. teachers:
thee read it. scratched their
scalps and condemned me as a
slightly- halt-baked Communist.
Which seems. as I look back.
fanatical on the part of me
instructors.
Wein in short. I was a very.
contemporary editor. By nn
third issue my access to a ditto
machine was repealed an4
learned from the principal's
secretary since the principal ex as
too up-tight to talk to Ilan his
dictum was caused by one
individual ncsa‘. The essay x is
titled "What Should School
Mean To You." The article
contained some pretty blunt
things about the student council
as the puppet for the
establishment. what we 'should
do about getting things done.
who should be in power tic er the
student bode. etc. So I was
stopped from putting my views
dow n in print. hut that did not
stop me from talking to me
fellow students about is hat
exactly an institute should do for
it's students: is hat do we want:
hut most of all are we too
ignorant and young to these
sonic sae on the decisions of our
own welfare? the students
listened. a fee. timleisniod anti
tried to pcacelully ;flange
but as for mo I was
shppinn ,nit. The
teachers Yi ere suspicious ot me
and in any way possible
presented MC from becoming a
popular personality among the
students. After awhile of "this
much ado about nothing." the
pressure finally got to me and I
didn't go back to school after me
Junior year. For as George Eliot
said once on narrow 
-minded
pro'. incialism. We hand over
!11 1112.
4.,10
other folks to God's mercy. and
show none ourselves."
Student Power is not centered
in CiWititin but that is a start
towards the final work of
didactic. self-rule. DOnn make
the usuai mistake of overly
doernatinlig, iiiur beliefs in the
frcedon. .4 the student is. thu
duadve..od established prides-
siirs. I knew onle a couple is hilt
I was at the I f M who were
really interested and interest-
ing. If I may sac so. your job is
to instruct the teachers when
thee become too inpersonal and
aloof, though it would take an
enormous ex ill and self-confi-
dence. From reading c our
newspaper I can believe there
are those who are.
Richard F Faton
The Nixon administration presents a moral dilemma
I, IS tit.. third at :ft sem.
truing impeat hment. o rule,/ hi Dan
III Ill, itt 'j o. member ur Alarm. Peu,ple
' ;tut u:phior ernmelif
Moral dilemmas present the most
!.ficult tensions in life, and as acute
man problems. thee should not he
yored ecen if they occur at the highest
els of gocernment.
Most religions pros ide little specific
idance in this regard. Certainli.
iristianite does not. Witness the
atergate and related affairs. Most of its
rticipants are what the dominant
nerican culture defines as wholesome.
igious. family men. Most had attended
bite House sere ice% guided by the
:acher-in-chiet. Billy Graham. Sonic.
:h as Magruder. had taken ethics
arses in college.
There seems to be unie ersal agreement.
ci ever, that within this circle of men.
..ere wrongdoing has occurred. The best
e. put on this wrongdoing was by the
,sident. when he said it should be
isapproved". Sen. Ere in described it as
.eatening the Republic itself,
f
-low could the recent events occur? I
er two points: One concerns the
iberate distortion of the basic data of
ethical situation. i.e. the facts: the
ler concerns an attempt to falsely justify'
icial action. The irreducible starting
nt of any ethical situation is facts.
anted facts are not •given" ab initio,
I must be perceived and interpreted.
c relationship between consciousness
the factual state of affairs need not
teem us because those involved in
Watergate have admitted deliberately
distorting the facts or withholding them.
Me President repeatedly misled the
puotic and Congress by. denying the
Cambodia bombing. Later. the Presidert
admitted that extensice bombing had been
going on for some time. These operations
were secret, he said, because the public
outcry would has e forced a halt.
The 1970 incursion into Cambodia leads
to Watergate. Although. the New Left was
waning as the 19-2 elections appratiehed.
this opposition had to be recreated. In
June. 19-1. the President approced a
special incestigations unit called " I he
Plumbers." The President has said the
first priority of this unit is as to ins estigate
Ellsberg. which eventualle led to the illegal
entry of his psychiatrist's office. Other
projects included use of illegal devices, and
the force of the Administration directed
against "suspicious." anti-Administration
groups. It only took a hop. step. and a jump
from smaller groups and individuals and
third world nations) to Presidential
candidates and the Democratic Party
Headquarters. The need to believe in
conspiracy created the thing itself.
The facts of these matters were not
readily' available to the citizens. and could
be acquired only through the mediation of
language. Earlier this century' Ludwig
Wittgenstein noted the prolonged spiritual
crisis in the West was epitomized by the
decreasing precision displayed in the use
of words. I ani not convinced the unclear
language we use in our day-to-day. speech
is as serious as Wittgenstein says. but
deliberately unclear language meant to
hide and distort pollutes thought and
spav% us political confusion. For instanee.
what have Nixonian reformulations done to
words like "complete eooperation?"
Because the creatice use of languagu is a
central index of political freedom, its
deliberate misuse only hinders that
freedinn. This is one of the great tragedies
of the Waternate. and related affairs:
nautili . that we cannot. tarnf should not.
says John Mitchell) judge the figures if the
Nixon Administration by what thee say .
Unfortunately we must judge them on
what thee has e done—not paid income.
not-es.
Law and moraine arc related. but arc in.,
the same thing In many cases of etsil
disobedience. the. laws of the state are
broken for moral reasons and the ...tate
pros ides the punishment. In most cases of-
•'dirty trieks'•. imperatices
are' broken for "reasons of -nate... hut no
one provides the punishment. For this
reason the President cannot he impeached
on moral grounds. But an analysis of the
prey, ailing moral ethos of the President and
his cohorts shows the cause of their acts.
Cons entional wisdom sacs politicians are
expected to possess a lower morality than
other citizens. These expectations are. so
the argument goes. at the same level as
other entrepreneurs in a free society.. The
economist Milton Friedman claims the
"social responsibility of business is to
increase its profits**. No moral imperatives
are present. rather a suspension of
morality is adeocated. justified only by
increased material benefits which in turn
may be caluable to many "What is good
for General M.. 'ms is good for the
country" This is a questionable
proposition. Recent ceents show what is
good for Ex con is not necessarily good tor
the countre
But it is precisele this type of rationale'
is rampant in the Nicoll
At'iminst ration . I he President. Dea
Haldeman. cl. al.. all probable has e son .
notion ot ie he !eong and deception are
is ring. either tor kit ion D'asons., or hi
the inherent goo,Thes% of the in “pposite.„;
truth and honesty . But for good or for ill. n
often seems Hume is correct: "reason is
the. snick., it ih( passions".
I he poll., resort
ran .rale. if the ciere preneur. 7t it, ha,
tht \ He
dies not t 1,,
 his 1111Cres,I',
1:11:htt.,1 -.h he env. do tins aka..
.i.ir ql! none Politic al think rig
. the
g,
All\ iiiuprise ment is n bin
apologetics are not consolation It I inas
offer some perscriptive ade ice. let it be.
this: an attempt to make a: least a
theoretical distinction between matters of
ultimate political concern (national
security and subordinate concerns (the
re-election of the incumbent President).
The elimination of false concerns hinges on
two obsere Allem% I have made: a clear.
straightforward presentation of the facts:
and an attempt to justify all acts where
there is an ethical tension. bc some
consistent ethical system which acknowled-
ges the importance of the public good.
Such a justification could not allow the
election of one particular man to be placed
aboce the election process. which be its
nature is communal
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Horsemeat provides an alternative protein source 7 but demand
Story by
Barb Manuel
Horstmeat.
The term usually brings to mind several
images. Like your pet Irish Setter gulping down a
can of "Alpo". Like Mr. Ed or Black Beauty cut
up into steaks or horseburgers. Or like an
ancient cart horse dropping dead in its tracks and
being hauled off to the glue factory.
The idea of eating horsemeat is as repulsive to
some as tripe and pigs knuckles are to others.
But the prohibitively high cost of beef has
brought aboat a small boom in horsemeat that
shows sign df sustaining itself indefinitely. And
the price is right.. .the best horsemen' steaks
retail around a dollar a pound. chuck steak cot
about 49 cents.
But what's it really like? Well, to be a judge. I
decided I'd have to try it. and being a horselover
myself. it was no easy task.
Arriving at Quality Meat Market on Hancock
Street in Bangor. my already nervous stoma.
did a twenty second quarter mile on viewing the
exterior of the store. It's weather-beaten fa'
had rendered the name unreadable, and a
of Hancock street residents lounged outsi,
once inside my fear of salmonella was quieted by
its spotlessly neat appearance. Glancing w ound
for a few minutes. I asked where the hot teat
was. "You're looking at it," came the reply. and
to my surprise I was looking at some of the most
succulent steaks I'd seen in some time t guess
I'd imagined horsemeat as unappealing to the
eye as it was to the mind.
Visably. the only difference between beet and
horsemeat is the latter's total lack of fat, or that
marble look. In fact, horsemeat is so lean it's
necessary to add beef fat to the hamburger.
With the help of manager Vinal Stevens. I
picked out three healthy Delmonico steaks
amounting to $1.64. Still a little queasy I picked
these steaks because of their close resemblance
to beef.
Back at my apartment a couple of hours later.
the steaks were sizzling in the broiler. After
more than half an hour. (I couldn't stand them
rare the first time the steaks were ready.
I had invited two friends to dinner, letting one
know what she was eating, but keeping it from
the other. As it turned out, the two ot us who
knew what we were eating dawdled over it for
more than ten minutes, while the third party
'13--on't wait
for future
shock
munched away. blissfully ignorant. When I
finally got up enough courage to take a bite. I
had salted it four times and consequently almost
gagged getting it down.
Maybe it was because of my deadened
tastebuds. (which is entirely possible after four
years of pizza and beer) but I found no
discernable difference between the horsemeat
'For others, a special
affection for the horse
precludes partaking of
its flesh.Most of these
people would just as
soon eat their family
dog...'
-4. and :•egular beef steak. And neither did
in friend who was oblivious of what he had
eaten.
But others think the taste is slightly sweeter
and grainier than beef. Some people even
compare it to venison.
Th.- ht.rse is built along the same lines as the
steer, and the cuts are identical: sirloin. T-bone.
and It.rterhouse steaks, tenderloin, roasts.
chuck and of course. horseburger.
A believer in what he sells. Quality Meat
Market manager Vinal Stevens tried the
horsemeat before putting it on his counters.
..The first time we tried it, the wife fried it all up
nice... he said, "but she kept waiting for me to
take a bite. Now we love it."
Stevens thinks horsemeat is richer than beef,
and has a better flavor.
Quality Meat Market. the only market in the
area that sells norsemeat, gets it from Butcher
Boy (7ompany in Connecticut. According to
Stevens. many people have the wrong
impression concerning where horsemeat comes
from. "The meat we get comes mostly from
young horses raised in Kentucky." he said. "and
for the sole purpose of human consumption."
Inc market has been selling it since September.
Get your shipment hrt- ne fast
with REA Express.
Wherever or whatever you're movir,-i, REA Exprecs can
handle it Were fast and Our reasorat P rates incIudc• pick-
L.p and delivery, And in case future shock is striking now,
give REA Air Express a ring for jet-fast delivery almcat any-
where in the country, prepaid or collect. Or if you•re ship-
ping out of the country. we can handle that too with our
international air service REA ExpressCo
For any of our services call the number below 0,
look up REA Express in the yellow or white par::
of you, telephone directory Bit do it ••
avoid future shock tomorrow
207-947-7391
REA
Express
You can't
beat our system
•••===.11.
1 — Fore and hind shanks. usually used f-w-
stewing or burger.
Round. usually tender and used for steaks
and roasts.
3 — Rump. good as a roast or pot roast.
4 — Sirloin, for steaks.
5 — Porterhouse steaks are cut from this section.
6 — Wing steaks come from this part of the back.
— The flank. usually used for stewing or
burger. but is popular as flank steak.
‘,4,9 The middle, providing rit
sontctimes meat for rolled brisket.
- - From this section comes blade
roast.
11 - - Chuck, from which comes sh,
12 — The Brisket, used for stew. g
and roasts. Very tender after
removed.
13 Chuck roast, one of the tasi
14. 1.5 --- This cut usually prorit
roasts, stews, or ground meats.
and have been moving as much as 2.200 pounds
a week.
Low cost is not the only reason for its selling
pm% er though. as horsemeat also rates very high
in nutritional value. Aside from
than beef, a fact that has met with a
chlorestorol-conscious doctors, hor
relatively low in calories.
According to USDA's "Food Values of
Portions Commonly Used." this is how
Calories
Fat
Iron
14;is\\\\¶1 11////:///Mr. BIG
Lj REEF 'N BREW
OF ORONO
Opposite UMO Park St. Entrance
PRESENTS
"One More Time"
Friday
Saturday & Sunday
/ \ 1
Horsemeat
11$
4.1
2.7
horsemeat compares nutritiona
pork and chicken per 3' ounct
Reef Pork
270 348
14 28
4.8 2.5
RESUME'
$3.50 PER 100
Typing Service Available
Mon.-Fri. 8:30 - 5:00
Tel. 942-6789
TOM BENSON
INSTANT
PRINTING
54 Columblk St, -Bangor
A name recognized the
world over Magnavox
STEREOPHONIC HIGH
FIDELITY
TELEVISION SOLD
ONLY THROUGH
AUTHORIZED DEALERS
— Where To Buy It"
Rice & Tyler Co.
wesigate Plaza Bangor
Tel. 945-3351 
RESEARCH
Thousands of Topkos
$2.75 per page
Send lc, your up-to date. 160-page,
ma:, order catalog. Enclose SI 00
to cover postage ideliwery time is
1 to 2 days).
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
1:441 WILSHIRE BLVD SUITE 02
LOS ANGELES, CALIF 90025
(213)477 8474 or 477 5493
Our researce material lassie h#
researr. assi%tArice Only
ALWAYS
AVAILABLE
Our Skill ielltige
md Krbow
MILLER HUG
°PON ALL DAY SUNDAY
91.19
210 STATE T.
BANGOR, PM
TN. W4109
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lemand drops as the beefS shortage eases
•:.:
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ddle, providing rib roasts and
it for rolled brisket.
section comes blade roast, or pot
om which comes short rib roast.
rel, used for stew, ground meats
Very tender after tendon sate
wist, one of the tastiest cuts.
cut usually provides shoulder
r)r ground meats.
i'alue. Aside from being leaner
L that has met with approval from
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A man who likes to give personal service to
each customer, Stevens said no particular cuts
are sold more than others. "Hamburger is
always a big seller," he added, "but it all evens
up."
But the idea of eating horsemeat still does not
appeal to many of the queasy as Stevens pointed
out. "One day last week a well-dressed fellow
from Dexter came in," related Stevens, "looked
it all over, then left. But later, 'round 5 o'clock he
was back and bought some, deciding he had to
try it."
For other horsemeat haters, a special affection
for the horse precludes partaking of its flesh.
Most of these people would just as soon eat their
family dog.
Europeans, however, are far less sentimental.
Except for the horse loving Britons, they have
always considered horsemeat a staple. if not a
delicacy. Continental Europe posesses a very
large number of horsemeat markets easily
recognizable by the gold horse heads above the
entrances.
Last fall in France, the ordinary citizen was
paying $2.60 per pound of horsemeat, almost the
same as he payed for beef. And there are heavily
patronized restaurants where the chef's
specialities are likely to be named after famous
racetracks: Ragout Epsom Downs, steak marine
Chantilly. or steak Longchamp. Anyone for
Ragout Churchill Downs?
The following is a favorite French recipe for
horsemeat
Ragout de Cheval
2 lbs. boneless horseme
cut into cubes
2 slices bacon
1 large onion, sliced
3 green onions, diced
3 tblsp butter or
margerine
at, 2 tblsp flour
1 1/2 tsp salt
1/4 tsp pepper
pinch of oregano
1/2 cup water
1 cup sour cream
parsely or chives, diced
Cut bacon into 1-inch pieces. Stir and cook in a
skillet, until lightly cooked but not brown. Add
onions and butter. Stir and cook until onions are
partially cooked but not brown. Dip holusemeat
into flour mixed with salt, pepper, and oregano.
Add to skillet and brown. Stir and mix to brown
horsemeat. Add ' cup water. Cover and simmer
about 1 hour. Do not burn. When horsemeat is
fork-tender, push to one side of pan. Sir sour
cream into drippings. Stir all together. Cover and
heat 15 minutes more to blend flavors. Serve
sauce and meat garnished with diced parsley or
chives. Serves six.
Stevens said most of his trade in horsemeat
comes from regular customers. He added that no
particular age or income group buy from him,
but that a large trade comes from the university.
In spite of the increasing market and demand
for the more nutritious and cheaper horsemeat,
Stevens has decided to discontinue selling it.
"The shipments have been too irregular,- he
said, "making it hard to get the meat fresh.•'
Stevens added his meat has been good thus far,
but he worries about future shipments.
"We hate to do it, but we have little choice."
He also said that once beef goes down in price,
people tend to switch back to it. "Some people
are going to miss it.- Stevens admitted,
"especially those with big families to feed.
A couple of people who already miss it are
Becky and Phil Mace of Old Town. who have made
horsemeat regular fare in their diets. "We
probably didn't eat meat for five months before
we discovered horsemeat.• • said Phil. "and now
we're really going to miss it."
The close down in horsemeat by Quality Meat
Market promises to be a real hardship to those
who can ill-afford the price of beef. But Stevens
doesn't expect to suffer too much from it. "I
know my regular customers will still come by.
and I hope the people from the university will
too.-
41-4*-**** -****-44,*-**-4*-***1%-**Vf
sV u Inv n
01k/cols'
presents
SPRING SALE (Ma, 7-4a, 1.)
with
ALL ALBUMS, LIST PRICE AT $5.95, SALE PRICE AT $3.98. ALL ALBUMS. LIST
PRICE AT $6.98, SALE PRICE AT $4.69. PLUS 600 ALBUMS FOR S1.99 EACH.
and
ALL KINDS OF STRINGS AT REDUCED PRICES — MARTIN, GIBSON. LABELLA DANGELICO,
DARCO. FENDER. SAVAREZ. ARENJUEZ. BLACK DIAMOND. ROTO SOUND & MORE
at
THE AUGMENTED FIFTH
28 MILL ST ORONO OPEN 11 AM TO 6 PM MON - SAT
***A* .*********** -Winfl'******41********'
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'Last Tango',`The Godfather' highlight a great film week
This weekend and next week promise
sonic great viewing for filmgoers. with a
modern British classic of Shakespearean
adaptation tonight, the Brando Festival
ending in grand style in Hauck next week.
and an interesting if flawed Western
besides, also showing next week.
//...(Friday in Hauck. 7 & 9:30 p.m..
.S0). If you eyer wondered what the
over-celebrated author of this piece has
chosen for his Number One film. well-this
is it. This 19h9 film from England. which
I don't hesitate for one moment in calling
a classic. introduced Malcolm McDowell to
the film world. whereupon he went on to
make Kubrick.% ('loawork Orange. and 0
I tick.% Man.' with Lindsay Anderson, who
directed Its origins are the short 1933
French film Zero 'Or(m/duct by Jean Vigo,
hut Anderson had used his materials in
such a brilliant and personal style that the
similarities are only basic.
the film is set in an English boarding
school, with typically repressive crueliy.
inflicted upon the student populace by the
Whips (equiyalent to graduate students. I
belieye). and the staff. Amidst this stifling
atmosphere are "The Crusaders.— the
film's original title: Mick (McDowell).
JohnnY iDay id Wood). Wallace (Richard
Warwick). Bobby Phillips (Rupert Web-
ster) and the girl from outside the all-male
school (Christine Noonan).
the film blends the fantasies of Mick.
such as a brutal and frolicsome naked romp
with the girl. with some graphic and
say age reality portraying what this type of
school is. at times becoming pathetically.
satirical. The tilm's final episode (it has
eight, separated only by brief titles) is an
act of bloody. deadly yiolence that can
cither be taken as fantasy or reality: myself
preferring the former.
Ill could. hypotheticaliy sac only one
film from destruction. would be the
one. IC% perfect. The color photography.
Victor
house a
of music
everything
musical at
discount prices
ELLSWORTH
667-5161
by Bill Gordo°
uiti brief sequence in black and white
supposedly because of a limited budget. is
the brilliant Cmck Mirosla% Ondricek. who
also shot Slaughterhouse lute and 0 1 mill
.Wast ' Ill minutes.
The Gadtather (Saturdas in Hauck. 2:00.
h:30 and 4:30, S.75I is that brilliant
gangster epic to alleviate the questions
concerning its early premiere at this
campus. it waS acquired for the Brando
festival but. for lack of a decent show date.
MUAB was permitted to handle the film for
the. fesnyal. Really nothing much more can
be said about this extraordinary film.
except that the parallels it draws with
American business and politics arc eYen
more substantial in these days of political
strife. Academy Awards: Best Picture of
1972. Best Actor (Brando). and Director.
Francis Ford Coppola. With Al pacino,
Robert Duvall. James Caan. and Diane
Keaton. Color. l'(i minutes.
his, Tangn iii Pans tthursdav in Hauck.
6:00. 8:30. and I 1:00. .-*/). This
:mum% ersial film by Bernardo Bertolucci.
which has brought forth more discussion
and writing than any other in years. makes
As college premiere at UMO and closes the
Brando testi% al. Thanks to an X rating, the
tilm was banned in several places in the
.S. and the director and stars iBrando
and Maria Schneider) were slapped with
court suits and jail sentences in
Bcrtolucci•s nails e Italy although one
doubts well cycr see Marlon in jail for
baring his ass or swearing. especially in a
him xx tth such serious intentions as this
• Me.
Interpretations on hat happens in I ast
ling. ha% c ranged the gamut. Mine were
published in two parts the first of last
semester. The photography is by Vittorio
Simaro. y\FAilli shot Iwo pre% ious Bertolucci
works. the Spider's Stratagem and The
Cfmtnrmist 'Music by Gam Barbieri. With
MOTHER's DAY is
May 12th
Remember Mother with
Love and a gift from the
PICTURE &
GIFT SHOP
op main Si.Downtown Bangor
the nIcest Mother s
Day cards in town
,„rs"4,A,,NA
Z: OPENING4. „I °Pte 
.V.Net40NA,w%N N.0\e\j‘". 
.4.41"k
Paul's Pizza House
12 MILL ST. ORONO
Featuring:
Pizza
Hot Oven Grinders
HOURS: WEEK DAYS: 11:00 AM to 1:00 AMWEEKENDS: 11:00 AM_ to 2:00 AM
TO AVOID WAITING CALL
866-4471 or 866-4138
Jean Pierre Leaud and Massimo (.irotti.
Color, 1972. 125 minutes. (United Artists.
the distributor, has assured me that we
shall receiye the complete version.)
Macbeth (Wednesday in 120 Little. 6:10
and 9. Free) is Roman Polanski's vivid
adaption of the Shakespeare tragedy that
was financed by. of all people. Playboy
rnaga/ine. At times he seems to be
suffering a hangoyer from Roseenary'A
Baby because the film contains an
unusually satanic penchant for yiolence
and darkness, with head chopping% and
spooky photography that lends a Gothic
sense of eyil to the proceedings. With Jon
Finch. who was in Hitchcock's Frenzy, as
Macbeth. 1972. color.
lilt' and Times of' Judge Ray Bean
(Wednesday in 100 Nutting. Thursday in
130 Little. 7 & 9:30. free) is a neglected
1973 film bY John Huston. with Paul
Newman in a leisurely but strange Western
saga that has sonic good intentions which,
in retrospect. haYe been turned into a
tattier uninspired film. New man is great as
usual, but its about time he stopped doing
Ins Butch Cassidy routine.
With Asa Gardner. Anthons Perkins.
and Jacqueline Bisset. Color. 120 minutes.
Bernard Bertolueci. director of Last Tango makes its college
Last Tango in Paris, talks with
Marlon Brando and Marie Schnei- closing the Brando film festival.
der, during filming of the mot-u'.
FOR PARTY,
BANQUET,
RECEPTION
RENT
• Dishes • Glasses
• Banquet Tables
• Silverware
• Tables - all types
• Card Tables
• Silver Service
• Coffee Makers
• Chairs • Table Linen
390 ilst.in St.
Brewer
989-6202
premiere at Thursday.
AG
Competitive
Prices
QUIK PIC
'FOODLAND
153 Park St Orono 866-4405
Friendliest Store
in Town
Area's Largest
Keg Supplier
Uniform & Swim Shop
WHITE STAG
-"SPEEDO"
4,001101.111111 Tank or Racing SUITSMFor en, Women, Boys, Girls
a Iso
2 piece bathing suits, warm up suits & accessories
New Spring Pantsuits and UniformsFOR Nurses. Waitresses and Beauticians
72 Columbia St.-Bangor
-945-9813
578 Congress St.
-Portland-774-2827
Kelley still
need for p
Democratic Gubernatorial c
Peter Kelley said here Monday
elected governor he will initiate
drives to re-introduce public po
end the price-setting of the Ma
Commission.
'the Caribou State Senator
cons inced Maine needs public pov
though state voters rejected thi
sponsored public power bill in ref
last tall. Kelley said lower pow
coupled with an expanded vi
training program would help cony
industry to settle in Maine.
By the same token. Kelley is in
the Dickey-Lincoln hydro-power
••If just for the flood control, a da
pr,ivide for the people and busm
the spring at Fort Kent. I wish son
down-state friends and environme
who hate neyer been to Fort Ken
take a ride up and see some of the
water damage done to hous
businesses in the spring.**
Some of the changes Kelley wou
in the wording of the PAM bill
Authority of Maine) include: a re
of eminent domain: lack of t
financial committment: stricter cc
the commission: and a stricter 'ad
to ens ironmental factors.
Concerning the Milk Corn
Kelley said. "By keeping the phut
anificially high we keep a lot of r
iless efficient) dairy. farmers in bu!
Kelles said of the 29 states that o
milk commissions. only Maine a
,ther states still retain these y.onin
The northern Maine senator v
abolish the Gus ernoes Council. Ku,
Maine's Goy ernot's Council is
Slat iitACIL
Wedsitver
to your dents.
Pim. Subs, asid
Cold Ileviwages.
Bill -WINE-SODA
No Minimum
14118
11101
diiivery
Syn
*-)
PLACE YOUR
SO YOUR LOI
FLORIST CAIN
ARRANGEME
TO YOUR MC
WIFE, OR YOI
FLOWER ING
GREEN PLAN
AVAILABLE
•
.t"? • • •
32 0
46 Man
9,11
el- still convinced of
for public power
it: Gubernatorial candidate
said here Monday if he is
irnor he will initiate signature
'-introduce public power and
cc-setting of the Maine Milk
thou State Senator is still
laine needs public power. even
c voters rejected the KeHet
.ublic power hill in referendum
ellet said lower power rates
th an expanded tocational
gram would help eons ince new
settle in Maine.
nie token. Kelley is in tator of
lincoln ht dro-power project.
the flood onnml. a dam would
the people and businesses in
t Fort Kent. I wish some of mt
Friends and environmentalists,
i•ter been to Fort Kent. would
ip and sec some of the ice and
lage done to houses and
in the spring."
he changes Kellet would make
ling of the PAM bill iPower
I Maine) include: a restriction
domain: lack of taxpayer
mmittment: stricter control of
sion: and a stricter 'adherence
lent al factors.
ng the Milk Commission.
, "Bs keeping the price of milk
ugh we keep a lot of marginal
nt I dairy farmers in business."
of the 24 states that once had
tissions. onit Maine and fite
still ret am these commissions.
thern Maine senator N ants to
Governor's Council. Kellet said
ernor•s Council is "to this dat
b) John Snell
the strongest in the country." The council
is appointed by the majority parts in the
legislature and has veto power over many
executive actions. Kellet expressed the
hope that if a democratic majority is
elected to the legislature this fall, those
appointed to the Go'. ernor's Council will
believe in "self-destruction" and vote
themselves out of existence.
Kelley said Manic people have not been
selfish enough in demanding adequate
employment. He said that the Ent iron
mental Protection Agency should consider
the economic effects as well as
ens ironmental effect of prospect is e new
industry.
He is in favor of the Gibbs oil refinery
proposed for Sanford. He said a communitt
should not accept such a proposal solelt on
the basis of its lax and job benefits, but
should also consider the satellite industry'
that would later settle near the refinery
site.
Kelley apologized for the "poor action-
of the recent legislative special session. He
stated a special session is designated to
consider emergency legislation. bu;
claimed "the republican leadership
dragged in all kinds of bills from regulating
the size of buckshot to 'should Maine
beekeepers be compensated by the state
for damage done by bears'." Kelley said
he's disgusted with a legislature that voted
down a S2.20 minimum wage proposal
while toting to double legisl:xtor•s salaries.
ct (mit fise people attended the
hour-long talk sponsored by the Memorial
Union's Meet the Candidates series.
rt NI= DAILY PICK-UP
SERVICE
Hillson
Cleaners
w e deliver
your dorm.
to. Subs artr!
d Have/ agora
WINE- SODA
num Slight
ded ivory
c Rams
2000000DOCOODODO
18 Mill Street
Orono, Maine
Telephone 886-3647
lkCE YOUR ORDER NOW,
YOUR LOCAL FTD
3RIST CAN DELIVER
RANGEMENTS AT HOME;
YOUR MOTHER, YOUR ik
FE, OR YOUR GIRL.
3WERING PLANTS AND
EEN PLANTS ALSO
'AILABLE
vi*
32 Ckut fitst ibc
46 Main Si,, Orono 866 2100
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Lisile Mowatt perched in front
of her brother Bret, surveys the
world from her high perch after a
hard day with the children from
the Child Study Nursery School
Located in the basement of North
Stevens. the school is open every
Nfondav. Wednesday and Thu r s -
day to children from the
surrounding towns. The staff.
directed by head teacher Gloria
Gorham. is made up of students
from various UMO departments,
including speech. psychology.
child derelopment. and educa-
tion Gnnss plum,
Buy. beg, steal or borrow with fast-action Campus Classifieds from The
Maine Campus Just Scents a word, ten-word minimum.
The Maine Campus 106 Lord Hall
581-7531fro.h,
There's no easy way for Charlie Nelson to become Dr. Nelson.
But there is a way to make it somewhat easier
Our way. The Armed Forces Health Professor's
Scholarship Program It won't soften the demands
e your professors, or those you make upon yourself
-but it may free you from those financiai prOblerns
which, understandably, can put a crimp in your
concentration
If you qualify, our scholarship program 11 cover
the costs of your medical education. More,
rece:ve a good monthly allowance all through your
schooling
But what happens after you graduate'
Then, as a health care officer in the military
branch of your choice you enter a professional
environment that is challenging, stimulating and
satisfying.
Art environment which keeps you in contact with
practically all medical speciaities Which gives you
the time to observe and learn before you decide or
your specialy Which may present the opportunity
to train in that specialty And to practice it
You may also find some of the most advances:
medical achievements happening right where you
work Like at the Brooke Arrny Medical Center fl
San Antonio, Texas, long noted for its Burn Treat
merit Center Or the home of Flight Medicine, thefamed Aerospace Medical Dirosion, also in Sa-
Antnnio Or the National Naval Medical Center in
Bethesda. Maryland. recognized woridwide tOr itS
work in Medical Research
And if you've read tn!s far, you may be interestedin the detaiis Just send ,n the COUpOn and We'il
supply them
Armea icyces Sch.Na•sf,06
Sox • 2.0444
unvemiii Ci. Teus Mee
leer, .efo•cnat.oe tor me fouato,ri reorim Army 7-Pia.v 7 A, rprce med.car osteoc.m.c E Dental
VAtennwv. P,74,SAir, Z 01,,se (cAeas• spec 4!)
kerne
Sac Sec e
Aelve‘s
City
Sta!•
fr1•04104 at
tones* wino
2,a
(school)
To raduate
(montA, (Oar) Owe')
Date at larts
t month? (day, 'pair)
• ve....nari, ,sot avA 'awe n 'seer Praire,"I. 
ARMED PORC1111 MIAMI CARE
DED GATED TO VEDIC St AND ,'Nf. PEDPa *MD PRAGTia_ •
J
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Senior Garrett teaches his own anthropology course
Many students complain about boring
professors, and some even claim they could
do a better jtib of teaching themselves.
Greg Garrett. a senior now teaching an
anthropology course. has taken matters
into his own hands. but he is much more
sympathetic to the problems of a professor.
now thaw he was last fall.
"It was my idea to teach," said Garrett,
an anthropology major. "I went to Dr.
Richard) Emerick (chairman of the
Anthropology Department) and asked to
teach."
Primate Evolution and Behavior is the
course Garrett teaches. He spent the fall
semester preparing the course tor appro% at
by every professor in the department.
"I wrote a '8 page paper of lesson plans
and general notes on what to do.** stated
Garrett. He has never had any education
courses. hut would ultimately like to teach
college primatology—the study of pri-
mates.
In preparation for the course. Garrett
had slides made. "I use slides in every
class because I think a student should see
what he's studying." he explained. "I
picked out the pictures and diagrams I
wanted from hooks, and the department
had them made into slides for me."
by I w ila Bombard
Garrett, whose special interest lies in the
ecological adaptation of primate social
systems. found the Fogler Library.
generally inadequate but offering enough
background matenal. "If you know where
to look in that place. you can find sources,*:
Garrett admitted.
Originally from the Bronx and now from
Teaneck. N.J., Garrett claims he got
Yirtually no help trom department
professors. "They were rubber stamping
me." Garrett said. "I desNned it (the
course) that way so it would be
automatically approved." According to
Garrett. no professors at UMO specialize in
primatology.
Garrztt teaches under Ay. 1(48. or
Projects in Anthropology. Primate
Evolution and Behayior is a two-credit
course with no prerequisites. Garrett has
cot (Ted eyolution and anatomy and is now
focusing on hchayior of non-human
primates. He will grade his students
according to test results, and in turn, the
department will grade him according to
lass obsery at ions .
**Teaching is more frustrating and
disappointing ithan preparing a course)."
Sports
Ruggers edge Colby 18-14
the Maine Rugby Club won their thiro
game of the season Sunda% . the
Colb% Rugb% Club h% a dose 18-14 score.
Maine's scoring was supplied he forw ard
John Rodgers. with two "tries- for eight
points. itinik Jul Toni Ihellenhaeh ‘31Th tee
converstions and one penalty kick for see en
rs,•••••, hack Kcr R.,herts ho score
EOUIPMEN
FOR ALL
SPORTS
BASEBALL
AND TRAC
SHOES
ADIDAS AND
CONVERSE
FOOTWEAR
GYM UNIFORMS.
WARMUP SUITS
AIGOLDSMITH
MEN SWEAR
SPORTING GOODS
ION Main St Old Town
n a drop ktck tor three ismus.
Maine w ill put their 3-0-1 record on the
line this Saturela% against Portland. who
Maine tied earlier this season. The game.
w loch cc ill he played at Bow doin College.
yt :II ht. pan of a tournament that also
14.141Cd IC.1:7•••• !'rn Colb% and DoYer.
11
run— WANTED
by June 1. young
married student couple
for summer job. Duties I
include house help. I
chauffeuring. and corn I
panionship for elderly
couple at a lake in I
Oxford County.
Minimum wage scale I
plus private cottage. I
Must be serious, ma-
ture. and conservative I
in appearance. No
I children. Contact A
!Schwartz. business day
L91_7-7386 ext 217-866-40_111
noted Garrett. w ho is plugging for a 4.0
this semester. "1 wanted more divussion,
hut the students neYer come adequately
prepared. The can't ask intelligent
questions. I end up lecturing for the most
part.''
Garrett teaches only three students.
"Two took the course because they are
Collins
friends of mine." the young teacher said.
'The' other is an anthropology. major. and
he's the' one' that's doing well."
Sticking he the old adage that you only
get out of a course what you put into it.
Garrett said. "This course won't be a
failure, because lni getting a lot out of it
appointed registrar
John F. Collins Ii . echo has been
sersing as acting registrar at UM°, hasbeen appointed registrar by President
Hoes aid R. Neville. Collins succeeds the
late George H. Crosby. who died March 31.
Collins was named assistant registrar at
UMO in 19"I and was ads anced to
associate registrar in 1973.Collins reccieed his B.S iu education
degree from UMO in 1%2. He also
receiccd an M. ..\ degree in mathematicsfront UML) iii 1on5 and has done graduate%cork in mathematics toward his Ph. 1).
degree at the Umversit% ,4 New
Hampshire.
He served as a statistician with the U.S.
Air Force in London, England. as
mathematics teacher at Portsmouth (N. H.)
Senior High School. graduate assistant in
the mathematics department at UMO. and
instructor in mathematics and recorder at
Sweet Briar College, Sweet Briar, Va.
Collins is a member of numerous
professional and academic organizations
including the American Association of
Collegiate Registrars and Admissions
Officers. Mathematical Association of
America. Kappa Delta Pi. The Society of
Sigma Xi. chairman of the UMO
commencement committee and a member
of the UM() deans council.
Intramural.
Golf meet ends in tie
Eighty -three men teed off in the annual
UMO intramural golf tournament held c111
Maine' Day at the Bangor Municipal Golf
Course.
After IS holes, two players. Gary. Wilson
Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Mark Gallant
,it Knox Hall. finished in a tie for first
place. each shooting a "h. Wilson had a 40
for the first nine holes and a 38 for the
second nine. Gallant shot a 41 and a 3.
-Fhere will he a match between these two
golfers to decide the indi% idual champion
ship as soon as the w-eather permits.
The SAE team took first place in the
fratern it y die ision cc itti a score ot 140.
tollowe'a lose-Is he Su:mu Nu w ith 344.
Besides Wilson's score of "h. SAE•s
Mike Jordan and I arry Gardner shot sr,
and Mike Von Iderstme finished seit h a 90.
Eor SN it was Jim McPhee with 81. Rkk
Young with 82..leff Wing with 89. and Rick
Bartle! with '42.
ot !he ice, Independent !CAM% (MICR d.
at
Jack's Groce
The besi eil!S arc
groceries
BEER
-WINE
827 Stillwater Ave
Stillwater. Me
NOW ON DISPLAY
Top Brand Bikes
• Fuji • Gitane
• Ginet • Flandria
• Concord • Phillips • Humber
We Accept
BankAmericard • Master Charge
or Lay A-Ways
Open Mon. thru Sat. 8-5: Fri. Nite 'Ti! 9
SPORTING GOODS
w.lson Street S•ewee 1101•406•6476677
the Gannett Independents defeated the
anipus Indetx.-ndents. 343 to 34. Rick
Boss and Peter Merrill each shot an 82.
Chuck Rand had an Mt. And Stec c Boss a 40
for the winners.
Pie top finishing dormitory team was
nos Hall .411h a score of 389. For KI10%,Brian Wolcott had a 101. Phil Wallingford
a 103. and Martin Hunt a 10".. to go withGallant's -h.
he top 12 indiy olual scorers in the
tournament were:(late Wilson SAF
Mark Gallant kn..%
.loc
Jim McPhee sN
Rick Young SN
Rick Boss lian Ind.
Pte r
(,.ltc Vatsciti
Gan
Ind
Mark \1cCalluir PK%Bob Proul‘ KS
Bill Faudtild PI KHit 1 ibb% l'I-K
•••
OPENING' FRIDAY MAY 10th
GAY LORD'S DONUTS
17 NORTH MAIN ST OLD TOWN
OPEN 6 AM - 6 PM
the world's finest donuts
try them
discounts on quantity
THE
OSTON
STORE
30-22 MAIN STREET
BANGOR, MAINE
WORTH Si
ON ANY
JEANS IN
ANY
FABRIC
Limit one to
Customer
600D UNTIL MAY 25
\A" AW"Ak
14 WE'VE GOT WHAT YOUWANT-JEANS & SHIRTS
-CARPENTER PANTS
-PREWASHED JEANS
-DENIM JACKETS
-KNIT TOPS
-CORDUROY PANTS
-FLANNEL SHIRTS
FEATURING:
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4 COME IN TODAY A NEWHUGE ASSORTMENT OFLEVIS HAS JUST ARRIVED
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Annual II
Dartmouth and DeliAcare
coach the mit squads of U!players who %%ill compete inBlue-White game that signifiethe spring practice Fri.. May
at Alumni Field.
Joe leslie of Dartmouth and
of Delaware are the coaches to
that will bring together the "(
who hace been working out
watchful eyes of head coach W
STATE STREET
\ PE
GITANE
MOTOBECANE
EDDY MERCKX
MERCIER
SHINANO DURA
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line hosts classy YC track championship tomorrow
°;.>.
1
•
ow.
4
• 'am
**91111161,•••sra.
Gerry Laflamme (1511
UM() track fans are in for a special treat
this N eekend as tomorrow UMO will host
the Yankee Conference championships
featuring the top track athletes from the six
New England State Universities and
Boston University.
The meet should shape-up as a
showdown between the two Yankee
Conference powerhouses Connecticut and
Massachusetts. While Maine. Rhode
Island and Vermont should be in a tight
battle for third place.
The Connecticut Huskies have most of
their strength in the sprints and 440. The
Huskies will be led by Daryl King who ran
a 1:09 indoor 600 to make the NCAA
national finals. King will be running the
440 tomorrow and also will be on the
extremely tough UConn mile relay squad.
UMass will have most of its strength in
the middle and long distance running
events. UMass will be hard to beat in these
events as they can draw from the
defending Yankee Conference and New
England Cross-country teams.
As far as Maine is concerned, with a few
breaks the Bears could finish as hish as
third. In their only two Yankee Conference
meets of the season they downed New
Hampshire 104-50 and Vermont 85-69. Last
weekend Maine was dethroned as State
track champions by a mildly surprising
Bowdoin team.
Gerry Laflamme heads the list of Black
Bears who could cause some headaches
tomorrow. Laflamme was a double winner
in last weekend's State meet as he won the
mile in 4:16 and came back to easily win
the three-mile 14:48 setting new state
marks in both events. It is doubtful that
Laflamme will double in tomorrow's meet
due to the tougher competition.
Maine could pick up most of its points in
the field events behind thy performances of
Curt Turner in the Javelin. Steve Leathe in
he High Jump and Eric Lammi in the
riple and Long Jumps. Both 1 urner and
I :•athe %Yon in last weekend's State meet.
hile Lammi has been a consistant
performer all season.
Blaine Horne and Bob Van Peursem
have ran well all season and could show
well in tomorrow's action. Horne won the
state meet with a wind-aided 9.9 which it
equalled Saturday could probably put him
in the thick of competition. And Van
Pcursem has an outside shot in both the
440 and 220 although he will be up against
tough competitors from UConn.
And in the mile Doug Keeling could be
close if he could run near his University
indoor mark of 4:13.6.
On the whole tomorrow's meet should be
an excellent opportunity for UMO students
to see some of the best, and in some cases,
the best track and field athletes in New
England and the Northeast.
The meet is scheduled to begin
tomorrow at 10 a.m.
inual Blue-White grid battle scheduled for today
mouth and Delaware alumni will
the two squads of UMO football
who will compete in the annual
'bite game that signifies the end of
ing practice Fri.. May 10 at 3 p.m.
nni Field.
.eslie of Dartmouth and Bob Depew
Ware are the coaches for the contest
II bring together the 70 candidates
IVC been working out under the
il eyes of head coach Walter Abbott
•••••••••, 
and his staff for the past three weeks. Both
Leslie and Depew are graduate assistants
and worked with the UMO club last season.
Fans viewing the contest will see two
wing-T offensive formation teams and two
defenses employing a five-man front.
Quarterbacking the squads will be
freshman Jack Cosgrove. freshman Don
McGlauflin and sophomore Terry Kennis-
ton. Cosgrove starred for the 6-2 Maine
Frosh last season. McGlauflin is a transfer
5A1 GUY
RESTAURANT
LUNCHEON AND DINNER
SPECIALS DAILY
COMPLETE TAKEOUT SERVICE
STATE STREET, VEAZIE TEL 945-6500
ANY
 "MO NEM.
••••••••
from the University of Connecticut and
Ketmiston did not play freshman football
but was an all-conference selection • in
football at Rockland High School.
Among the players who have impressed
the coaching staff during the spring
sessions are offensive tackles Brian Webb
and John Scanlon, running back Rudy
DiPietro. fullback Don Cote. centers Craig
Gaspard and Rich Higgins. at split end.
Greg Kolakowski. at safety. Scott
•
HY-WAY
SERVICE
GARAGE
At. 2, Milford
Tel. 827-5568
New & Used parts
Complete Repair Service
Cars bought & sold
t
• • \ • • • • • •
\ PELLETIER'S BIKE
& REPAIR SHOP
PANE
)TOBECANE
DY AIERCKX
RCIER
!NANO DURA ACE
LL WEATHER
406 SOUTH MAIN ST
TEL 827-5220
your headquarters for
touring and
racing accesories
Complete
Repair Service
ATYSA l: H AR6 • open Mon.—Sat.I TOUR L io‘f 
131NK 1%11 RI( kito 10am-6pm
55555% •••
Shulman. at defensive end. John Prentiss,
at linebacker, defensive tackle And
SI )Idati and veterans Steve Jones. and Fred
Royer as linebackers.
Cosgmve•s throwing has been impres-
sive during the spring and his prime target
has been sophomore Mike O'Day. one of 31
lettermen expected back for next season.
Friday's game will be played under
regular game conditions, including kickoffs
and punts.
1111M dm inf. _I
No Car? 1
But You'rCloing crazy for a
call 86O-3118 for delivery to
your dorm
L
Next to Quick Pic Foodliad
he r & pizza!
THE SNACK SHACK
0
Think FLOWERS
for Mothers Day'
litielkffi
-A •
SOUTHERN BELLE
FLOWER SHOP
225 STILLWATER AVE
OLD IOW& ME.
• Tel t27-5446
•••••
et
Record Warehouse
OPEN 7 DAYS!
42 Columbia St.
Bangor,Maine
A SMALL LIST OF RECORDS AT $1.99
Rock, Blues & Jazz
Amboy -Dukes
Bee Gees
Blues Image
Cactus
Canned Heat
Creamn
Country Joe & Fish
Steve Stills
Doors
Kenny Rogers &
the First Edition
5th Dimension
Guess Who
James Gang
Mamas & Papas
Rascals
Steppenwolf
Ike & Tina Turner
Seals & Crofts
Traffic
BB King
John Mayall
Buddy Miles
Dave Mason
B.J. Thomas
Melanie
Dionric Warw ILL
Sit Douglass Quintet
Soft Machine
Comedy
Redd Foxx
Rusty Waro•n
AND HUNDREDS MORE TO CHOOSE FROM
Just e few of
our bvidreds
of top albums
Movies & Shows
Midnight Cowboy
Endless Summer
Love Story
Shafts Big Score
Patton
Quincy Jones
Country & Western
Chet Atkins
Johnny Cash
Roy- Clark
David Houston
Sonny James
Ernest Tub
Lynn Anderson
Brenda Lee
Nancy Sinatra
Kitty Wells
•-r
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Gardening plots opened to students
If you're in the mood for garden-fresh
vegetables and have that burning desire to put
your green thumbs to work. UMO's the place to
be this summer.
Responding to a proposal by University Park
residents asking for a community garden
facility. U MO's College of Life Science and
Agriculture established a program to give the
campus community an opportunity to garden
this season.
Two tracts of land have been selected,
providing a total of two and one-hald acres. or
129 20 ft. x 30 ft. individual plots. One section is
located east of the Hilltop complex. just north of
the horticultural gardens. The other area is
south of the access road to the University Park
housing area.
According to Tom Turick. organizer of the
project. University students, faculty and staff
may reserve a plot for a $3 fee. "Students are
given first preference, but after May 15 anyone
from the University may sign up.- Turick
added. -We now have about 60 plots filled."
The original purpose of this project was
simply to provide an opportunity to garden for
those who normally might not have the chance.
said Turick. Another incentive was today's high
food costs, and the growing "back to nature"
movement. -People want to feel they can grow
their own food,' said Turick.
Turick views the gardening program as a
learning experience. Approximately RO per cent
of those who have reserved plots are new to
gardening.
The $3 fee for each plot will cover farm crew
expenses and the Agricultural Engineering
Department for Labor and equipment. Plowing,
tilling, and soil test services are provided for
the gardener. In addition, each area is securely
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by Jinn' Worthington
fenced to keep out four-legged intruders.
Turick, who receives a small percentage of the
fee as manager, said. "It is important for us to
remember that the University is not going to do
these things for free - they shouldn't have
to.- He adds. "The charges serves as a
commitment from the gardener . . . if it were
free we'd he running into all kinds of trouble •
This is the first time since the 1940's the
university has offered such a program. During
World War II and immediately afterward.
"Victory Gardens- were a common sight.
These gardens encouraged people to grow their
own food to combat the high cost and scarcity of
many items. As morale builders, there gardens
provided avenues through which indi% iduals
could contribute to the war effort.
Turick admits the project isn't flawless. Once
the soil has been plowed and tilled it is left to
the individual gardener to plant. weed, and
harvest. "There are no rules or policies -
those must spring from the gardeners
themselves. I envision problems with pesticides
and organic versus non-organic growers,- said
Turick. He cites the Bangor Community
Gardens as an example. "They only have 40
plots, and that's headache enough . . . the
major problem there was people letting their
gardens go to weed.-
Thursday. May 23, Dr. Wilfred Erhardt of
the Dept. of Plant and Soil Sciences will lecture
on "Home Vegetable Gardening- at the
Bangor campus. This is the first lecture in a
series sponsored by the Penobscot Cooperati‘e
Extension Service to provide home gardeners
with pertinent information.
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